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Igniting
Enterprise

... we
believed;
we hoped,
and we
jumped
right in.”

Letter from
the Team
It’s our pleasure to welcome you to our first Demo Day. This is a culmination of
a journey that started in August for our Cohort but is really just the beginning of
another part of the journey we will continue to go on together.
On 6th August 2018, we opened the doors of the Enterprise Factory, excited
to meet the full teams of the 4 startups that had agreed to take the leap of being part of the first Itanna programme. We had worked hard to plan, created a
curriculum, identified partners, set up a space and developed a programme of
activities that we believed would ignite these businesses to new heights. While
we had no certainty that it would work, we believed; we hoped, and we jumped
right in.
We didn’t expect it to be easy and the last 4 months have certainly not been.
As a startup ourselves we have used our first Cohort as a pilot to validate our
model, to test user acceptance and to iterate. We have learnt a lot and are proud
of the Cohort we have the privilege to share with you.
Through the time we have had together, we have worked to address various
challenges the companies have had. We have accelerated their growth by providing them with access to mentors who have truly been there and done that.
They have been plugged into a fantastic network which has opened doors to
new markets and customers. They have learnt from experts in their field and are
building businesses that can grow and last.
We didn’t do it alone! Our partners have supported us through the process,
helping to deliver aspects of the programme and allowing us to provide the Cohort with the best experience possible. Our mentors and speakers have shared
of themselves and their stories to guide the Cohort on the uncertain entrepreneurial journey.
Thank you to the various people who have advised us through the process,
from ideation, to pre-launch setbacks, to in-programme changes, we have been
blessed to have sounding boards and cheerleaders throughout. We are grateful
to the Honeywell Group for having faith in us and supporting us with resources,
time and expertise as we looked to ignite enterprise and live out the Group’s
mission of using enterprise to make our world better.
We are excited for what the new year will bring and look forward to continuing to
ignite businesses, ignite passions and ignite change in 2019.
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We see Itanna as a fulfilment of our
mission to “use enterprise to make
our world better.” We want to breath
life into the dreams of aspiring
entrepreneurs. Itanna is The Future.
We will identify, support and partner
with people and businesses that will
revolutionize and transform the market
place and create the future of business;
through this, we will build on the
entrepreneurial legacy of our Group.”

Obafemi Otudeko
Executive Director,
Honeywell Group

Honeywell
Group and
Itanna
Honeywell Group has been doing business for over 40 years. The Group
has built a solid track record in the Nigerian business environment and has
maintained a reputation for successfully establishing world class companies that are market leaders in their sectors.
Honeywell is a diversified Group and her operating companies are in critical sectors of the Nigerian economy, namely: Foods & Agro-allied; Real
Estate, Infrastructure, Energy and Services.
With a wealth of experience garnered from its many years of operations,
Honeywell Group has developed unique strengths which continue to reinforce her position as a leading indigenous conglomerate. Some of these
strengths include: reputation for integrity, strong network of contacts and
partnerships, both locally and internationally, extensive knowledge of the
local environment and access to funding and financial resources.
Underlining Honeywell Group’s strategic direction is her mission to use
enterprise to make the world better. For Honeywell, enterprise is a change
enabler and catalyst for progress and growth and this is why Itanna was
birthed.
Itanna was conceived to facilitate growth of innovative startups and transform them into strategic enterprises that will further propel economic
growth across the continent and the world. By leveraging on Honeywell
Group’s strengthens and network, Itanna has been able to achieve its objectives.
Itanna is a step in the Group’s journey of reinvention and will help Honeywell Group to remain at the forefront of the Nigerian economy for years to
come.

The
Accelerator
Programme
Over a 4-month period, a carefully
crafted programme was created
to accelerate the growth of the
Cohort companies through a mix
of workshops, classes, mentorship
sessions and talks with experienced
entrepreneurs.

To start with, each company had
two sessions to set a baseline for
their business, identify areas of
focus and set actions/KPIs:

01
Business Review:
A session to revalidate startups’
business models, go to market
strategies, revenue/pricing model
and operational metrics.

02
Tech Review:
This involves a deep dive into
startups’ technology platforms,
to diagnose for ability to scale.

On a weekly basis,
various sessions were
held to enhance skill,
quickly address issues
and track progress.

03
One-on-one Sessions:
Weekly check-ins between each
company and the Itanna team to follow
up on progress on implementation of
agreed milestones, and to jointly solve
problems companies may be facing.

04
Focused Sessions/Classes:
Bi-Weekly classes and focused
sessions on technology, business
and marketing facilitated by the
MEST Team.

Targeted functional
based sessions were
held over a number
of weeks.

05

Legal Workshops:
Legal workshops facilitated by Udo
Udoma & Belo-Osagie provided a guide
to challenges for startups, regulatory
compliance and legal best practice. Oneon-one review sessions were also held with
companies to provide a legal health check
for each company.

06
HR Workshops:
Sessions with experts in human resource
management from Honeywell Group were
held to educate the startups on best
practice, compliance and HR strategy
as they look to recruit, reward and retain
staff as they scale.

07
UI/UX Sessions:
A design expert assisted each
startup to review their user
interface and user experience.

To ensure the companies
were grounded in the reality
of running and growing
a business, the Cohort
had mentorship sessions
and met with successful
entrepreneurs.

08

Mentorship Sessions:
Each startup was paired with 2 mentors (one
from within the Honeywell ecosystem and one
from our wider network). Each company also
had regular sessions with the Itanna advisor.
These sessions were specifically designed to
allow founders and key personnel tap into the
wealth of experience of professionals from within
the sectors they operate.

09
Guest Lectures:
Bi-weekly sessions where successful
entrepreneurs share their experience
whilst Cohort members have the
chance to engage and ask burning
questions.
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Meet Our First Class

Accounteer
SECTOR

Finance/Accounting

FOUNDED

2015

WEBSITE

accounteer.com

FOUNDERS

Merijn Campsteyn & Gbolade Emmanuel

INTRODUCTION
Accounteer was founded on the premise of helping SMEs
manage their financial transactions and processes efficiently. Through Accounteer, SMEs can create invoices with
ease, keep track of expenses, receive instant payments
from customers, collaborate with team members and get
real-time insights about their business on the go.
So far we have helped over 10,000 SMEs across 72 countries manage their financial transactions effectively and
have generated $20,000 in Monthly Recurring Revenue.

LESSONS FROM ITANNA
Having Itanna as a strategic partner has helped us create an effective brand as well as develop key operational strategies which
overtime have improved our operations. We have recorded a
huge increase in revenue as a result of Itanna’s professional input.
Moving forward, our take away from Itanna has been to always
stay data driven in all aspects of business from customer service to product development.

WHAT NEXT
Our goal for the next 6 months to 1 year is to support retailers through the MPOS platform, which will enable them to effectively
track their daily financial transactions.
Asides from that, we are also looking at leveraging historical sales data to provide SMEs with key tools for targeted loyalty campaigns sent to their individual customers directly from their account.

KoloPay
SECTOR

Finance

FOUNDED

2017

WEBSITE

kolopay.com

FOUNDERS

Ayoola Ogunlowo & Ifeoluwa Popoola

INTRODUCTION
KoloPay started as a solution to a personal problem of one of the founders (managing finances as unplanned spending affected achieving important goals). The solution created enabled disciplined savings with
access to funds restricted to only planned target dates, while also ensuring easy payment to merchants that offer planned products or services.
While there were existing banking solutions, none had a target savings
plan and payment to vetted merchants on a single platform and that’s
how KoloPay was born.
KoloPay is a mobile and web application that helps people achieve their
planned goals through disciplined target savings and connects them to
vetted merchants who offer goods and services they are saving towards.

LESSONS FROM ITANNA
Expert guidance from Itanna has been of great
benefit to us by assisting us to build business
structures and validating the business model
using statistics from users’ experience. Itanna
mentors have also been supportive in ensuring our business progresses during the time
of the accelerator programme.

WHAT NEXT
Over the coming months, we are planning to increase spend on marketing to drive customer acquisition. We will also hire
more experienced staff members who can help us scale and ensure sustainability of the business. Lastly, we will revamp our
solution to ensure a more robust technology platform for our growing customer base.

Powercube
SECTOR

Clean Energy

FOUNDED

2017

WEBSITE

powercube.ng

FOUNDERS

Adeyinka Amurawaiye, Seyi Oguntunde & Segun Busari

INTRODUCTION
Powercube was started to relieve small homes and businesses from using generators in a way that was affordable from the start and came with the highest degree of
certainty.
Powercube builds clean energy systems that can provide
homes with more than 16 hours of power a day with subscriptions as low as N7,000 ($20) monthly. Each system
can be controlled with a mobile application that allows
users determine how they use their power.
We have successfully deployed 25 devices to date in our
alpha testing phase.

LESSONS FROM ITANNA
The Itanna programme was packed with a lot of valuable lessons
around technology, operations and marketing.
Some of the most helpful things the programme did for us was
exposing us to the very best people in the Nigerian technology industry. Hearing about their experiences running and raising for their
businesses provided priceless perspective all entrepreneurs need.
The one-on-one sessions with the Itanna mentors provided insights
that can only be gained from years of experience of actually running startups in this environment.

WHAT NEXT
We plan to deploy to 3,000 locations in 2019 and 100,000 homes and businesses within the next 3 years.

Tradebuza
SECTOR

AgriTech

FOUNDED

2017

WEBSITE

tradebuza.com

FOUNDERS

Nonso Eze & Opeyemi Kufoniyi

INTRODUCTION
Tradebuza was founded on the belief that we
can leverage technology to solve key problems
related to agro commodities production, sourcing and trade. And this can be achieved through
tried and trusted existing outgrower scheme
structures.
Tradebuza is a SaaS platform for managing Outgrower Schemes and commodities sourcing activities. Through the Tradebuza web and mobile
app, Outgrower Schemes and agribusinesses
are able to manage and track field agents and
smallholder farmer activities to ensure sourcing
& production targets are met.

LESSONS FROM ITANNA
Before Itanna, the team had onboarded 1 Outgrower (700 farmers) while by
the end of the programme with the support of the Itanna team, Tradebuza
has onboarded 5 Outgrowers (16,000 farmers) for the next farming season.
Through Itanna, we have been able to gain access to Itanna’s vast network. The Itanna accelerator facilitated introductions to key players in the
value chain and helped facilitate deals that will guarantee increased revenue for Tradebuza in the coming months.
The Itanna Workshops/ Mentoring Sessions have also provided us with
key ways to create winning strategies (on Marketing, Business Ops, Tech,
Finance, Legal etc) and scalable businesses.  

WHAT NEXT
Over the next 12 - 18 months, we plan to scale our solution to more outgrowers with a combined network of 50,000 smallholder
farmers. We also expect to launch and scale our Tradebuza Managed Extension Service (Tradebuza-MES) and Agricultural
Information Service (Tradebuza AIS) to outgrower schemes and aggregators using our platform.

Our
Partners
Those who supported us in the
success of our pilot Cohort

First Registrars &
Investor Services

Incorporated in May, 1999 as First
Registrars Nigeria Limited, we are
an institution registered as a Capital
Market Operator (Registrar) to keep
and manage records of data containing
names, addresses and holdings of Bond/
Shareholders of companies – quoted and
unquoted.

Role in
Pilot Cohort
The company evolved into First
Registrars & Investor Services
Limited in 2015 and remains the
leading share register/data management company in Nigeria with
an expanded service portfolio that
includes. Address Verification Services (Know Your Customer) and
Product and Opinion Sampling
using electronic voting devices.

First Registrars & Investor Services have
supported Itanna by providing the team with a
place to locate the Enterprise Factory. They were
a great support through the renovation process
and continue to be great landlords. The First
Registrars team has also shared their expertise
with the Cohort giving them an understanding
of company structure, rules and regulations for
effective corporate set up in Nigeria.
WEBSITE

firstregistrarsnigeria.com

Hans and Rene

Hans and Rene is a premium bakery
and gelataria established in 2010.
As a proudly Nigerian company, our
primary objective is to make people’s
lives just a tad bit sweeter.

At conception, the goal was to create a place
where people could feast both their eyes and
their palates.
From a small team of 3 and a kitchen, the
brand has grown to a team of over 100 people and 7 outlets scattered across Nigeria’s
metropolitan city of Lagos. We have also infused technology into our system of working
with many of our orders being carried out via
our mobile app which is downloadable on
both Android and iOS. Seamless and high
quality provision of products and services has
become synonymous with our brand and our
favourite customers have tagged us: ‘the Connoisseurs of the sweet life’. We can’t think of a
better nickname.

Role in
Pilot Cohort
Hans and Rene have been
fuelling the Cohort throughout
the programme. Their sweet and
savoury treats have been the
perfect accompaniment during
the Itanna Guest Lectures.
WEBSITE

hansandrene.com

MEST
MEST is a Pan-African
entrepreneurship training
programme, seed fund and
network of incubators present
in Accra, Cape Town, Lagos and
Nairobi.

Role in
Pilot Cohort
MEST is built on the belief that there
is an incredible amount of untapped
talent on the continent, and with the
right support and guidance, the next
globally successful tech companies
can originate in Africa.

MEST is the training partner for Itanna’s
first accelerator programme and
developed a training programme focused
on technology, business and marketing.
The training curriculum was delivered
with a mix of classes and mentorship
sessions. The MEST team also played
an integral role in getting the teams pitch
ready for Demo Day.
WEBSITE

meltwater.org

Udo Udoma &
Belo-Osagie

Udo Udoma & Belo-Osagie (UUBO)
was established in 1983 and with 15
partners and 42 lawyers, is one of the
oldest and largest commercial law
partnerships in Nigeria.

Role in
Pilot Cohort
The firm is a full-service commercial law
firm and is particularly well-regarded in its
areas of practice.
As a firm, Udo Udoma & Belo-Osagie has
developed a reputation for enabling a wide
range of transactions, including those that
are new to Nigeria; generating innovative
and practical legal solutions; facilitating
complex, unusual transactions; and resolving disputes including those that are
complex or unusual in our market, within a
relatively short space of time. Udo Udoma
& Belo-Osagie maintains a rich network of
long-term relationships across leading African and global firms. Our three offices are
located across Nigeria’s key commercial
centres, with an affiliate in Accra, Ghana.

UUBO provided the Cohort with first
class legal advice and expertise.
Through a series of interactive
workshops, the UUBO team guided
the Cohort on best practice and
potential pitfalls to help them
structure their businesses for
growth. UUBO also conducted one
on one sessions and health checks
with each company to review
contacts and deep dive into their
legal status.
WEBSITE

www.uubo.org

M E N T O R S

&

S P E A K E R S

Mentors/Advisors
Akitoye Ogboye
Charles Ifedi
Chimdi Azuike
Ekechi Nwoka
Gbolaro Olulade
Haliru Garba
Kemi Owasanoye
Opemipo Aikomo
Seun Faluyi
Speakers
Ayodeji Adewunmi
Bunmi Akinyemiju
Chika Uwazie
Lanre Oyedotun
Lekan Olude
Mitchell Elegbe
Ofili Okechukwu
Omobola Johnson

Some of the
most helpful
things the
programme
did for us was
exposing us
to the very
best people in
the Nigerian
technology
industry.

Contact Info
The Enterprise Factory
2 Abebe Village Road
Iganmu, Lagos

@ItannaAfrica
LinkedIn: Itanna

www.itanna.co
info@itanna.co

